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Evidence of Knowledge and Experience (12.2, 13.2) 
Harbor Research brings to this project substantial industry experience, and a team with 
relevant expertise in connected product solutions for the Internet of Things, Smart Homes, 
intelligent buildings and energy management. Beyond Harbor Research’s internal knowledge 
and expertise, we access thought leadership from our wider community of industry experts in 
home automation, home security as well as advanced data-intensive, energy management 
applications. Senior staff will oversee and manage this research effort as well as participate in 
a focused and applied manner on the scope, design, and execution of this research program. 
 
Glen Allmendinger - President and Founder 
Glen is the founder and president of Harbor Research, a strategy consulting firm with offices 
in Boulder, Colorado and Berlin, Germany. Since the firm's inception in 1983, Allmendinger 
has worked closely with a broad spectrum of telecommunications, information systems, 
security, electronics, and automation and equipment manufacturing companies in North 
America, Europe, and the Far East. These companies range in scope from small, 
entrepreneurial start-ups to major multi-national corporations. His project direction and 
consulting has assisted these firms in the development of corporate and business unit 
strategies, new product, market and service opportunities, and new core capabilities. Glen has 
consulted to the National Research Council on technology and competitiveness as well as 
emerging technologies for social wellbeing. He is a member of IEEE, ASME, and ACM and has 
worked closely with several industry trade associations including CABA.  He has worked on 
DARPA-funded research focused on advanced analytics and sensing systems technology and 
was a key participant in the planning and development of the National Center for 
Manufacturing Sciences.  Allmendinger received his BA from New York University, and 
completed graduate studies at MIT’s Center for Advanced Media Studies. 
 
Harry Pascarella – Vice President  
Harry specializes in Industrial IoT with a focus on manufacturing and natural resources 
markets. Harry works with clients across a variety of industries to validate and dimension their 
growth strategies and advise on industry segment and application target selections. Recently, 
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Harry conducted several studies in smart buildings including a deep dive into energy management as well 
as a market study on the larger market that looked at usage behavior. Harry also worked with the largest 
LED lighting manufacturer in the United States to develop a business case for connected lighting 
platforms. Harry received his bachelor’s degree in Economics from the University of Colorado – Boulder.  
 
 
Michael Levy – Consultant 
Michael is a Consultant at Harbor Research with experience leading research projects for a variety of 
projects across verticals. In particular, he has led research engagements that focused on real-time 
networking, data analytics and machine learning solutions, and sustainability. Michael managed three of 
Harbor’s previous engagements for CABA (Connected Home Artificial Intelligence, Predictive Maintenance 
in Intelligent Buildings, Intelligent Building Energy Management Systems) and participated heavily in the 
CABA Smart Home as a Service engagement, where he explored in-depth the evolution of connected 
home business models, applications, and services. Prior to Harbor, Michael worked for a mid-tier 
consultancy in Washington D.C. that specializes in privacy and cybersecurity, operating security operations 
centers (SOC) across the United States. He graduated from Northwestern University with a double-major 
degree in English Literature and German. 
 
Daniel Intolubbe-Chmil – Consultant 
As a Consultant, Daniel has led research initiatives shaping critical insight around the evolution of high-
performance networks across industrial, commercial and enterprise verticals. Daniel also helps keep a 
pulse on the market, providing curated content and updates to Harbor’s real-time market tracking across 
all sectors of the economy. Dan has helped lead two previous CABA Connected Home 
Council engagements, and has deep expertise across networking technologies within buildings and 
homes. Prior to Harbor, Daniel has conducted economic research to complete his Honors thesis regarding 
Education Policy, entailing policy/market research and econometric analysis. He graduated from CU 
Boulder with a degree in Economics and a minor in Humanities.   
 
Jamil Muna – Consultant 
As a Consultant, Jamil has owned the delivery of strategic and deeply technical research. He has operated 
in variety of industries and implements a process-oriented approach to achieve a comprehensive 
understanding of his clients' needs. Jamil led CABA's landmark research report on AI & Predictive 
Maintenance in Buildings and supported on the Connected Home & AI report as well. Prior to Harbor, 
Jamil worked with Accenture as a management consultant. He graduated from Columbia University with a 
degree in Financial Economics, and completed his MBA from Cambridge University.   
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Evidence of Previous Experience in the Smart Home Energy Management (12.3, 
13.2, 13.5) 

Founded in 1984, Harbor Research Inc. has more than twenty-five years of experience in providing 
strategic consulting and research services that enable our clients to understand and capitalize on 
emergent and disruptive opportunities driven by information and communications technology.   

Our firm has been involved in the development of the smart systems and machine-to-machine (M2M) 
market opportunity since 1998.  The firm has established a unique competence in developing business 
models and strategy for the convergence of pervasive computing, global networking and smart systems.  
Our extensive involvement in developing this market opportunity, through research and consulting, has 
allowed the firm to engage with clients in the technology supplier community—both large and emergent 
players—as well as a diverse spectrum of device OEMs, services providers, and end-customers.  

Highlights related to our experience include: 

• The first comprehensive research study on the Intelligent device networking and M2M arena in 1999; 
• Smart systems and IoT forecast modeling work since 2002; 
• October 2005 Harvard Business Review article “Four Strategies For The Age of Smart Services” (we were 

the firm that “named” the concept of Smart Services); 
• Over forty-five white papers to date on various opportunities related to smart devices and services; 
• Launch of SmartSphere in 2016, first online platform to map relationships of top companies in the IoT 

space, analysis of 500 players including many in the smart buildings market and custom news tracking 
software against Harbor’s taxonomies; 

• Work with leading connected home and buildings constituents and market innovators (Cimetrics 
/Analytika, Skyfoundry, Eaton Residential Business, Tridium, Optimum Energy, Johnson Controls, Pacific 
Controls, Jones Lang LaSalle, Samsung, Schneider Electric, Honeywell); 

• Work with a broad spectrum of connected home network equipment and silicon suppliers (Cisco, Dell, 
HP, IBM, Samsung, AT&T, Verizon, Intel, Qualcomm, Microsoft, etc.); 

• Work with what we believe is the largest community of device manufacturers focused on developing 
Smart Device and Smart Services solutions; 

• Collaboration with CABA on Monetization of Intelligent Buildings (2018) that examined how to 
monetize intelligent buildings from the perspective of building owners, developer, solution providers 
(OEM manufacturers and service providers) and other stakeholders including stakeholder analysis, 
business opportunities, technical barriers and opportunities, future market direction, issues, use-cases 
and industry recommendations.; 

• Collaboration with CABA on Intelligent Building Energy Management Systems (2021) that provided a 
framework, market requirements, ecosystem analysis and market sizing for the building automation 
systems, energy storage, and other energy management hardware and software solutions including 
services, security, data analytics, systems, and processes for building operators and technology 
suppliers based on top identified use cases within the target market 

• Collaboration with CABA on AI and Predictive Maintenance in Intelligent Buildings (2021) that defined 
and developed business opportunities within predictive maintenance and artificial intelligence 
technologies as they relate to intelligent buildings.    
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Harbor Research’s recent relevant experience specifically in the arena of smart homes includes more than 
twenty engagements over the last 4 years, including the following illustrative examples:  
• The Connected Home and Artificial Intelligence / Client:  Continental Automation Buildings 

Association  
Collaborated with CABA in 2021 to create a foundational framework for understanding the connected 
home’s evolution of consumer preferences around artificial intelligence applications in the home, with a 
particular focus on data and ownership and user privacy and their appetite to install and use artificial 
intelligence applications in connected homes and to develop recommendations for stakeholders on 
how they can best position themselves in this evolving connected home landscape. The Connected 
Home and AI (2021) 

• Smart Home as a Service (SHaaS) / Client:  Continental Automation Buildings Association  
Collaborated with CABA in 2020 to provide a comprehensive examination of all aspects of Smart Home 
as a Service (SHaaS), including how use cases, customer environments, buying behaviors, and evolving 
ecosystem interactions all impact and influence the development of the connected home market, as 
well as lay out potential paths and maneuvers for stakeholders looking to take advantage of the market 
opportunities that exist. CABA members have access to Smart Home as a Service (2020). 

• Connected Home Roadmap / Client:  Continental Automation Buildings Association  
Collaborated with CABA and steering committee members to develop a holistic view of the future of the 
connected home. This included identifying key demographics and behaviors of single and multi-tenant 
constituents, a detailed forecast of future device shipments and software revenues, customer 
segmentation fed from large-scale surveys, and scenario analysis based on extensive primary research 
with industry thought leaders on the evolution of the smart home market. Connected Home Roadmap 
(2019) 

• Connected Multi-Dwelling Units and The Internet of Things / Client:  Continental Automation 
Buildings Association 
Collaborated with CABA and steering committee members to develop an opportunity assessment within 
Connected MDUs, conducting a survey with 1,500 MDU owners, technology suppliers and service 
providers in the space, including 60 in-depth interviews to validate research findings. The engagement 
summarized the top IoT application and use case opportunities among primary buyers of technologies 
in the space, supported by a 5-year smart systems forecast model.  Multi-Dwelling Units and the 
Internet of Things (2016) 

• Smart Home Hub Product Development and Customer Audience Definition / Client:  Large Social 
Media Company – Consumer Products Division * 
Leveraged demographic and psychographic data on consumers to understand top features and 
functionality of new smart home hub products. This included audience segmentation and population 
sizing as well as extensive secondary and primary research to validate customer segments and construct 
a product/solution roadmap.  

• Connected Home Developer Survey / Client: Tier-1 Semiconductor Supplier * 
 Conducted primary research across 300 connected home developers to identify the required software 
and hardware features of a forthcoming connected home hardware development kit. Additionally, the 
survey identified key connected home developer buyer profiles to determine the size, use cases, and 
value proposition of the hardware development kit to the developer and the developer's organization.  

• Analysis of IoT Applications for Smart Buildings and The Connected Home / Client:  Large Korean 
Technology Manufacturer *  
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Analysis of IoT applications in the intelligent buildings market, including the Connected Home.  We 
focused on developing a comprehensive forecast model to determine the number of connected devices 
and potential revenue streams; identifying and profiling key competitors in the marketplace; and 
developing use cases for attractive applications in the intelligent buildings space. Project findings 
helped client determine attractive applications to pursue as well as helped identify required capabilities 
for success.  

 *Contacts for project references available  
 
Other example clients and engagements our team has worked on include:  

• ARM – Future Mobile/Consumer Security Requirements Analysis   
• Revolv – Review of Product Plans For Connected home Automation Offering  
• Tendril Networks – Analysis of Energy and Related Services for Home and Consumer Markets  
• Honeywell – Building and Residential Control Components – Security Systems Innovation   
• Intel – Connected Home Developer Market Analysis – Analysis of Developer Requirements for 

Hardware Development Kits  
• Eaton Electrical and Residential – Development of Home Automation System and Market 

Analysis for Residential and Light Commercial Opportunities for Network Services   
• Schneider Electric – Building Management – Energy Management Opportunities  
• Cisco Systems – Connected Consumer and Connected Real Estate Opportunity Analysis and 

Technology Roadmap for Security Services for Consumer and Commercial Applications  
• Bosch – Corporate Planning – Residential and Commercial Security Systems Opportunity Analysis  
• Pacific Controls – Connected Buildings, OEMs and Mobile Professional Opportunity Analysis  
• Lightsource Energy – Residential And Commercial Rooftop Solar Energy And Monitoring Services 

Analysis  
• Ayla Networks – Smart Home Whitepaper  

For additional examples of previous experience related to smart homes and energy management, please 
see Appendices C and F of this document.  
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Summary of Harbor Research Project Approach (12.4, 12.5, 13.1, 13.5) 

Proposed Project Methodology 

Harbor Research is proposing a collaborative project methodology to conduct a market analysis, survey 
research and industry expert/thought leader interviews for CABA’s Connected Home Council, including a 
methodology and supporting work scope to analyze the trends and forces, customer needs, use case 
opportunities, risks, and ecosystem formation around energy management technologies as they relate to 
the connected home industry. 

Harbor would leverage heavy involvement from senior staff members including Glen Allmendinger and 
Harry Pascarella. Harry would assist with both the primary and secondary research efforts from which user 
behavior and interactions with smart speaker and hub technologies would be surfaced. Glen would 
oversee the entire project, and provide specific insights on players, business models and other market 
dynamics by tapping into his IoT and consumer market experience and contact base.  

To define and develop business opportunities within energy management technologies as it relates to 
smart homes, Harbor would undertake the following activities:   

• Review and analyze existing applicable CABA and non-CABA industry research including past CABA 
research such as Connected Home and AI (2021), Intelligent Building Energy Management Systems 
(2021), Smart Home as a Service (2020), Connected Home Roadmap (2019), Monetization of Intelligent 
Buildings (2018) and other relevant industry research.  

• Review previous Harbor Research analysis of Connected Home, Energy Management, Artificial 
Intelligence, IoT Platforms, and connected home devices, including existing 2017, 2018, 2019 and 
2021 Connected Home report research.  

• Conduct interviews with CABA membership thought leaders as well as thought leaders in Harbor 
Research’s community and network.   

• Create a foundational framework for understanding the connected home’s evolution of consumer 
needs, technology priorities, energy management technologies and applications, from which the 
Steering Committee and Harbor Research can collaborate, including:  

o Trends and forces shaping connected home adoption amid evolving connected home 
requirements; convergence and interoperability of disparate devices within the connected home, 
including the emerging relationships between connected home devices such as entertainment 
systems and control hubs, as well as impacts on and evolution of standards bodies as they relate 
to data ownership and privacy;  

o Market application map that addresses devices within the connected home market landscape; 
and relevant application requirements with regards to services, data analytics, systems, and 
processes for homeowners and technology suppliers;  

o Consumer preferences around smart home energy management applications in the home, with a 
particular focus on data and ownership and user privacy as well as their appetite to install and use 
energy management applications in smart homes;  

o Ecosystems of existing players (smart home energy management application developers, 
supporting technology developers, network providers, speaker manufacturers, home hubs, etc.) 
and emerging players in the industry to identify roles in the value chain;  
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o Initial set of risks/vulnerabilities and customer pain points (e.g. functionality vs. security) and 
barriers to adoption to be validated or disproved by survey participants.  

• Design a research process design to validate and analyze the proposed market concepts and 
hypotheses using surveys and in-depth interviews:  
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Survey 
• Harbor will administer an online survey of market participants along with supplemental conversations, 

the survey will include 500-750 tenants (rent and own, single and multi-tenant living quarters), 
distributed across agreed upon segments and demographics in the United States and Canada (this will 
allow us to establish a detailed data set and to provide a statistical summary and analysis of research 
findings). The survey will be designed in conjunction and cooperation with the CABA Connected Home 
Council Steering Committee.  Harbor will plan to explore the use of a preference-based survey 
approach to understand homeowners’ behaviors and preferences in relation to energy management in 
smart homes, including:  
• Modes of interaction with energy management in smart homes 
• Identified homeowner/occupier needs/pain points, and use cases  
• Key value drivers and differentiators from the point of view of homeowner/occupiers 
• Consumer value and/or use cases not yet addressed by the industry 
• Consumer perception of value/adoption propensity in various smart home energy management 

applications 
• Data privacy, data ownership and perceived risks of energy management in smart homes 

• Harbor will conduct this survey with the support of a reputable panel or multiple panels will allow 
us to quickly and effectively deploy this survey to the target audience. 

Interviews 
• Harbor will conduct parallel supplemental in-depth interviews (approximately 7-10) with 

marketplace stakeholders, including speaker manufacturers, service providers, software players, and 
home hubs (IoT platform providers), as well as related specialist energy management technology 
providers.  Interviews will comprise of a mix of telephone and in-person interactions based on a 
discussion guide designed in cooperation with CABA. These interviews will work to understand how 
user needs and perceptions are shifting, along with how these marketplace stakeholders expect 
customers wish to interact with energy management applications in smart homes, including differences 
customer needs and technology and competitive movements.  

Analysis 
• Based on the above research and survey work, Harbor will create a series of strategic alternatives that 

align stakeholders with opportunities across smart home energy management solutions. This analysis 
will include:  
• State and Evolution of the Market: Trends & Forces in Smart Home Energy Management 

Ø See Appendix D: Research Questions for additional details 
• Customer Needs, Adoption, and Buying Behavior of Smart Home Energy Management 

Ø See Appendix D: Research Questions for additional details 
• Supplier Dynamics and Best Practices for Smart Home Energy Management 

Ø See Appendix D: Research Questions for additional details 
• Evolution of the Opportunity: Future Considerations for Stakeholders 

Ø See Appendix D: Research Questions for additional details 
• Harbor Research will utilize both industry expert interviews and consumer surveys to examine all major 

aspects of smart home energy management. The scope will also include recommendations for 
implementation and integration, specially covering the implications, as well as strategic alternatives 
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that align stakeholders with opportunities, challenges and key considerations arising from smart home 
energy management. 

• Harbor Research plans to develop a written report of 40-60 pages, followed by an appendix of data 
from the survey and interviews, and a parallel summary and set of figures in PowerPoint. 

 

Acceptance of Deliverables and Project Timeline (12.6, 13.6) 

Harbor Research accepts the terms laid out in the RFP delineating the project deliverables as well as the 
total elapsed timeline for the study. 

This proposal adheres to the following guidelines provided: 

• We hereby offer to sell and/or supply to the Continental Automated Buildings Association (CABA), for 
terms and conditions set out herein, the supplies and/or services listed herein and/or any attached 
sheets at the price(s) set out therefore. 

• We hereby certify that the price quoted is not in excess of the price charged anyone else, including our 
most favored customer, for like services. 

 

Activity Anticipated Date 

Research set-up and kick-off meeting April 2022 

Secondary research April - May 2021 

Primary research May – June 2021 

Analysis and reviews June – August 2021 

Draft report delivery Sept 2022 

Final report delivery Mid-Sept 2022 

Final Webinar (2 hours). A group webinar for all the funding organizations. Sept 2022 

Organizational Webinars (1 hour each). One webinar for each organization on the 
Steering Committee. 

Sept - Oct 2022 

Industry Webinar/Thinktank (1 hour). To all CABA contacts to present the high-level 
executive summary findings only. This occurs after the four (4) month embargo period. Jan 2023 

 
CABA Membership Status (12.7) 
Harbor Research is a current and active member of CABA. 
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Harbor Research Profile (13.4) 
An internationally recognized research, technology, and business development consulting firm, Harbor 
Research has predicted, tracked, and driven the development of the Internet of Things since our inception 
in 1984. While our history is long, our strategy is simple: capture and create value by combining accurate 
data discovery and analysis with creative systems-thinking. It is this mindset that has given us the privilege 
of working with some of the greatest companies in the world.  
 
Today, we continue to work with C-level executives and top management of some of the world’s most 
consistently successful companies and innovative startups. In the same way that the market has flexed and 
grown over the years, our services and experience have grown to make us the premier service 
organization you see today. We work with clients in a variety of ways including consulting, advisory, 
research and content development, thought leadership and workshop facilitation.  
 
Harbor Research has offices in both Denver, Colorado and Berlin, Germany with ample experienced 
personnel to complete the scope of this project on time and to the highest standards. 
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Appendix A: RFP Signature (12.8) 
As this project is based on a competitive bidding process, only one (1) contract will be awarded, and it will 
be offered to the bidder whose proposal is deemed by the Steering Committee, Council Executive 
Committee and CABA to provide the best value. More than one (1) vendor can be selected if a joint 
proposal is submitted and selected. 
 
Should the total cost of the selected vendor’s proposal exceed the available total project budget, 
CABA and the Steering Committee may work with the vendor to achieve optimization of project 
scope, research objectives and methodology in accordance with the available project budget. 
Once the project is awarded, the vendor and CABA will work together to create an official contract. 
This contract will be signed by both the vendor and CABA prior to the commencement of the 
research project. 

 
Glen Allmendinger 

President  
Harbor Research, Inc. 
Date:   21 March 2022 
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APPENDIX A: Mandatory Requirements and References 
 

RFP 
Reference 

Requirement  
(Bidder’s proposal should repeat exactly as defined in the RFP) Reference Page 

12.2 Evidence of knowledge and experience of personnel of current theory 
and practice in the Connected Home discipline by providing short 
relevant biographies of all personnel who it is proposed will participate 
in the project. The vendor's project leader must have a minimum of 10 
years relevant experience. 

Pages 1-2 

12.3 Evidence of previous experience in the Connected Home discipline by 
providing examples of relevant projects prepared for three (3) separate 
clients within the preceding 48 months. References may be required 
from these three (3) clients, only if requested by CABA. References are 
normally not required. 

Pages 3-5 

12.4 A summary of how the vendor proposes to perform the project and the 
relevant experience of the proposed staff. Pages 6-8 

12.5 Identify the sample size of both the interviews and surveys. Pages 6-8 
12.6 Acceptance of deliverables as identified in the Terms of 

Reference/Prospectus and proposed schedule. Page 9 

12.7 The vendor must be a member of CABA or agree to become a 
member of CABA (US$850) (before the RFP is reviewed). Page 9 

12.8 RFP Signature - Bidders must complete, sign (end of Section 17) and 
return this RFP form prior to the closing date. Page 10 

12.9 Total funds paid to the vendor must not exceed $50,000 USD. This is 
a fixed price. Please include a full cost breakdown.  Financial Proposal 
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APPENDIX B: Rated Requirements and References 
 

RFP 
Referenc

e 

Requirement (bidder’s proposal should repeat exactly 
as defined in RFP) 
Technical Rating 

Points 

Referenced 
Section/ Page 

in Bidder’s 
Proposal 

  Max. Min.  

13.1 

The methodology section of the proposal will be an 
analysis of:  
• How the proposal will achieve the stated objectives  
• The breadth and depth of the proposed work  
• Effectiveness of the methodology  
• The innovativeness of the approach  
• Ability to reach non-traditional stakeholders  
• The understanding of the issues pertinent to the project  
• Include the sample size for both the surveys and/or in-
depth interviews if applicable  
• Include the proposed segmentation of the sample groups 
(surveys and in-depth interviews)  
• The ideal project will have a North American focus (both 
Canada and the United States)  
• Optional: Additional related research reports, research 
subscriptions or other material may be used to strengthen 
the proposal. 

40  Pages 6-8 

13.2 

The relevant knowledge and experience of the vendor’s 
proposed staff in the Connected Home field and in 
performing studies of this nature. The vendor must indicate 
the proposed involvement of the senior staff assigned to 
the project. 

20  Pages 1-2 

13.3 

The vendor’s previous experience in the Connected 
Home sector and in conducting research projects 
requiring consultation with a broad cross-section of 
the industry. Previous research will be reviewed. 

20  Pages 3-5 

13.4 
Corporate profile demonstrating a convincing record of 
fulfilling contracts on time and on budget, depth of 
personnel capability and other resources. 

10  Page 9 

13.5 The vendor’s knowledge of the Connected Home industry 
both in North America and worldwide (if applicable). 5  Pages 3-5 

13.6 Timetable, including interim and final stages. 5  Page 9 

 TOTAL TECHNICAL POINTS: 100 70  

13.7 Financial Rating: Total price and detailed cost breakdown. 
TOTAL FINANCIAL POINTS: 30   
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APPENDIX C: Additional Connected Home and Energy Management Experience 
(12.3) 
This above requested list of three projects is not a complete list of relevant Connected Home assessments 
the firm has completed.  Other relevant work includes: 

• 2021 — For a specialist provider of photonic solar conversion products and services, we developed a 
framework to select the most attractive growth opportunities overall and within vertical industry 
segments and target accounts backed by a go-to-market plan for for PV and Low-E applications. 

• 2021 —  For one of the world’s leading silicon chip manufacturers, we designed MVP solution and a 
future development roadmap for an offering that serves EV charging suppliers and end customers, 
including detailed technical and functional architecture for current and future Level 2 and 3 EV 
charging solutions  

• 2021 — For a developer and manufacturer of Class 1 commercial electric vehicles, developed a road 
map to realize new digital and connected vehicle growth opportunities based on customers 
perceptions of what digital solutions and services provided the most value and differentiation 

• 2021 — or the creator of one of the first solid-state digital circuit breakers for commercial and 
industrial applications, we designed and facilitated a process to accelerate development of the 
company’s remote services strategy.  

• 2021 — Collaborated with CABA on The Connected Home and AI (2021) that created a foundational 
framework for understanding the connected home’s evolution of consumer preferences around 
artificial intelligence applications in the home, with a particular focus on data and ownership and user 
privacy and their appetite to install and use artificial intelligence applications in connected homes, 
and developed recommendations for stakeholders on how they can best position themselves in this 
evolving connected home landscape 

• 2021 — Collaborated with CABA on AI and Predictive Maintenance in Intelligent Buildings (2021) that 
defined and developed business opportunities within predictive maintenance and artificial intelligence 
technologies as they relate to intelligent buildings.    

• 2021 — Collaborated with CABA on Intelligent Building Energy Management Systems (2021) that 
provided a framework, market requirements, ecosystem analysis and market sizing for the building 
automation systems, energy storage, and other energy management hardware and software solutions 
including services, security, data analytics, systems, and processes for building operators and 
technology suppliers based on top identified use cases within the target market 

• 2020 — Collaborated with CABA to provide a comprehensive examination of all aspects of Smart 
Home as a Service (2020) (SHaaS), including how use cases, customer environments, buying 
behaviors, and evolving ecosystem interactions all impact and influence the development of the 
connected home market, as well as lay out potential paths and maneuvers for stakeholders looking to 
take advantage of the market opportunities that exist.  

• 2019 — Collaborated with CABA  on Connected Home Roadmap (2019) to develop a holistic view of 
the future of the connected home. This included identifying key demographics and behaviors of 
single and multi-tenant constituents, a detailed forecast of future device shipments and software 
revenues, customer segmentation fed from large-scale surveys, and scenario analysis based on 
extensive primary research with industry thought leaders on the evolution of the smart home market.   
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• 2018 — Worked with CABA to develop an opportunity assessment within Connected MDUs, 
conducting a survey of 1,500 MDU owners, technology suppliers and service providers in the space, 
including 60 in-depth interviews to validate research findings. The engagement summarized the top 
IoT application and use case opportunities among primary buyers of technologies in the space, 
supported by a 5-year smart systems forecast model.  

• For the largest social media and networking company in the US, we conducted a demographic 
research study on a consumer-device prototype to understand the use cases, applications and target 
constituents in support of a Market Requirements Document.  

• For the largest manufacturer of electrical products in North America, we conducted user survey 
research as well as competitor, peer and alliance candidate direct interviews to uncover unmet 
customer and user needs for new and evolving “connected” energy management and services 
opportunities. 

• For the global leader in network infrastructure equipment, Harbor conducted an analysis of managed 
services opportunities in connected residential multi-dwelling and commercial properties, including 
market sizing, competitor analysis, alliance development analysis and go-to-market design. 

• For the world’s largest semiconductor and processor manufacturer, Harbor conducted an analysis of 
IoT opportunities within the residential sector. Primary emphasis was placed on opportunities where 
media and content were dominant values to determine core computing and network bandwidth 
requirements. 

• For a venture-backed startup, conducted an analysis of consumer energy services offerings to help 
target candidate developer alliances as well as partnership opportunities with utilities and related 
services providers. 

• For a large silicon player, Harbor defined and developed a software architecture for competitive 
analysis of IoT platforms. This research examined twenty-five supplier and OEM platform providers in 
the IT, Telco and OEM markets to validate and segment monetization and pricing models.  

• For a leading connected lighting solution provider, Harbor defined new and expanded smart services 
and IoT solutions as well as building the business case required to support this critical growth 
initiative. Harbor clearly articulated alternative strategies and solutions available to the company and 
defined clear steps and a program of actions to fully prosecute the market opportunity. 

• For the software branch of a leading industrial and energy OEM, Harbor analyzed of the costs and 
economics of asset performance management in support of asset health, productivity, optimization, 
and compliance and integrity. Harbor developed a market model that broke down the costs of data 
management and analytics tools, and located gaps the company’s software may not address currently 
and can be added to the product roadmap.  

• For the largest manufacturer of electrical products in North America, we conducted user survey 
research as well as competitor, peer and alliance candidate direct interviews to uncover unmet 
customer and user needs for new and evolving “connected” energy management and services 
opportunities.  

• For the global leader in network infrastructure equipment, Harbor conducted an analysis of managed 
services opportunities in connected residential multi-dwelling and commercial properties, including 
market sizing, competitor analysis, alliance development analysis and go-to-market design.  
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• For a venture-backed startup, conducted an analysis of consumer energy services offerings to help 
target candidate developer alliances as well as partnership opportunities with utilities and related 
services providers 
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APPENDIX D: Research Questions to Be Answered (12.4) 

State and Evolution of the Market: Trends & Forces 

• “Macro” trends specific to clean energy and renewable energy and their implications (e.g., incentives 
for fossil fuel-dependent homes transitioning to building electrification).  

• What key regulatory and socioeconomic forces are driving or slowing the adoption of smart home 
energy management? 

• How does the home energy management ecosystem look as a whole from installation to operation to 
updates and ownership? 

• Who are the key established players across each of the following identified segments: hardware and 
software technology manufacturers and suppliers, OEMS, integrators and installers, service providers? 

• How will energy management technologies to enable owners and occupiers to monitor, manage and 
reduce energy consumption in connected homes? And how are these same technologies enabling 
new energy management applications and business opportunities in connected homes?  

• What are the major barriers to full scale adoption of new energy management solutions in the home? 

 

Customer Needs, Adoption, and Buying Behavior for Energy Management in Smart Homes 

• What segments, technologies and software are being adopted for smart home energy management 
in both today and in the future?  

• What are the key differences in customer types for smart home energy management solutions?  

• What are the most pertinent consumer perceptions regarding smart home energy management by 
different consumer segments, and how will they evolve in the future? 

o How do customers inform themselves about the value provided by smart home energy management 
solutions? 

o How do customers compare ease of use, ease of installation and maintenance, proven reliability, and 
integration aspects of smart home energy management solutions? 

o What cost-benefit metrics and KPIs do customers consider regarding both the initial, upfront cost as 
well as ongoing payments related to smart home energy management solutions? 

o What degree of granular control and monitoring of smart home energy management solutions is 
desired by customers?  

o What are the most important pain points, inhibitors and hindrances to adopting smart home 
energy management solutions? 

o What disconnect exists between customers and suppliers when either integrating existing 
solutions or adopting new smart home energy management solutions? 

o What customer behaviors and solution delivery considerations should suppliers consider when 
determining how best to structure their pricing and revenue models for smart home energy 
management solutions? 
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• What energy management applications and use cases are driving the largest business opportunities in 
which market sub-segments today? 

o Acceleration of managed-services offerings supporting energy efficiency, especially in MDUs.  

o Monitoring, management, and monetization of energy, energy usage data and and energy 
releated behavior  

o Management of distributed energy resources, energy storage innovations and smart-grid 
applications  

o And others as relevant 

 

Smart Home Energy Management Supplier Dynamics and Best Practices 

• What are the best practices for mitigating customer concerns, communicating value propositions and 
delivering or integrating smart home energy management solutions? 

• Who/what communicates with the home owner about their energy use through these systems and 
what are the current best practices supporting this interaction, including providing information, 
guidance, etc.  

• How do customers most often interact with suppliers? What customer budgeting, investment and 
solution packaging and delivery considerations do suppliers need to take into account when selling 
solutions? 

• Who are the key hardware and software innovators creating disruption in smart home energy 
management? How are they differentiating themselves? 

o What are some of the benchmark “winning propositions” and leading use cases in terms of 
balancing cost, complexity and value to drive adoption? 

o What are the most innovative offerings for integrating of energy management systems with 
other smart systems in the home? 

• What are the best practices for pricing and monetizing energy management solutions in smart 
homes? What ecosystem participants will stakeholders need to engage to have an effective market 
channel?  

• What is the role of utilities in the evolving energy management ecosystem for connected homes and 
how will this change with the development of renewable energy and distributed generation? What are 
some of the most Innovative residential smart-energy programs from utilities and what is the 
relationship to other industry value chain participants? 

• What new acquisitions, investments, partnerships and ecosystems are developing in the market for 
smart homes energy management?  

 

Evolution of the Opportunity: Future Considerations for Stakeholders 

• How will the market for smart home energy management evolve in the near-term and the long-term? 
What implications does this have for key stakeholders? 
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• Opportunities for builder involvement in pre-installing some of the infrastructure that may be needed 
in a smart home energy management system: new potential collaborations with suppliers and 
integrators. 

• What major barriers and difficulties do suppliers have when delivering smart home energy 
management solutions? How can stakeholders effectively prepare to address problems such 
incompatibility between different in energy management platforms? 

• What are the implications of wider adoption of home energy management for data ownership, data 
security, and user privacy? 
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APPENDIX E: Current State of Smart Homes  

Smart Systems in connected homes provide a distributed control and information system that enables the 
control and digital experience of a home environment. It is comprised of a network of intelligent devices 
placed throughout the home that control or augment various functions, all with the intention of making 
the occupants more comfortable, safe, and efficient while at home.  Our use of the term “Smart Systems” 
is analogous to what is commonly referred to as the IoT, in the case of this work, ‘home hubs’ or 
‘connected home platforms’. The two terms are often used interchangeably, but within our research there 
is a distinction, and it is one that reflects the key changes affecting the market: our use of the term Smart 
Systems in a connected home context encompasses a broader set of control and information devices, 
enablers, tools and systems.   

The market for connected home technology is fragmented and chaotic, with many technology suppliers 
bringing increasingly complicated portfolios of connected home products to market that have inundated 
consumers with countless choices. Additionally, the user experience of connected home products 
continues to become more natural and satisfying, with enabling technologies such as Voice Recognition 
and Artificial Intelligence underpinning the futuristic and value-rich connected home solutions that is 
driving demand for connected home solutions.  

Amidst the market mayhem, homeowners and renters are seeking interoperable, easy to use and cost-
effective means for better coordination of the systems in their home. They want their ‘home hubs’ to 
manage and process the data from the home’s disparate devices while linking them all together through 
seamless voice recognition technology, system-wide decision-making aided by artificial intelligence, and 
deep data privacy and security considerations. While voice recognition, artificial intelligence, and 
cybersecurity solutions are varied in home occupants’ use based on lifestyles and behaviors, these key 
enablers will continue to play a pivotal role in the future of the connected home.  

While an increasing number of homeowners and renters are adopting smart home products throughout 
their homes, the sheer cost of these devices and services can make them prohibitively expensive for 
average consumers. As a result, device OEMs and service providers are beginning to look at providing 
smart home solutions and services through alternative payment plans and pricing schemes that lessen the 
initial burden of adoption while allowing for the suppliers to glean recurring revenue streams over the life 
of the products and services.  

The implications on how consumers are adopting technologies in the home and how they prefer to pay 
for the services that they render in the future are vast and evolving. The opportunities for device OEMs 
and tech suppliers amidst this landscape depend on a number of factors, including target consumer 
demographics and psychographics, service and application partnerships, and solution delivery 
cooperation.   

As connected home applications and use cases continue to evolve towards more complex routines and 
personalized services, so too will the models by which suppliers of those experiences and services 
transition their payment methods and delivery configurations in order to match the unique needs of the 
individual consumers.  
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APPENDIX F: Sample Research 
F1. 2021 — For a specialist provider of photonic solar conversion products and services, we developed 

a framework to select the most attractive growth opportunities overall and within vertical industry 
segments and target accounts backed by a go-to-market plan for for PV and Low-E applications.

 
 

F2. 2021 — For one of the worlds leading silicon chip manufacturers, we designed MVP solution and a 
future development roadmap for an offering that serves EV charging suppliers and end customers, 
including detailed technical and functional architecture for current and future Level 2 and 3 EV 
charging solutions  

 
 

F3. 2021 — For a developer and manufacturer of Class 1 commercial electric vehicles, developed a road 
map to realize new digital and connected vehicle growth opportunities based on customers 
perceptions of what digital solutions and services provided the most value and differentiation 
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F4. 2021 — For the creator of one of the first solid-state digital circuit breakers for commercial and 
industrial applications, we designed and facilitated a process to accelerate development of the 
company’s remote services strategy.  

 
 

F5. 2021 — Collaborated with CABA on The Connected Home and AI (2021) that created a foundational 
framework for understanding the connected home’s evolution of consumer preferences around 
artificial intelligence applications in the home, with a particular focus on data and ownership and 
user privacy and their appetite to install and use artificial intelligence applications in connected 
homes, and developed recommendations for stakeholders on how they can best position 
themselves in this evolving connected home landscape 
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F6. 2021 — Collaborated with CABA on AI and Predictive Maintenance in Intelligent Buildings (2021) 
that defined and developed business opportunities within predictive maintenance and artificial 
intelligence technologies as they relate to intelligent buildings.    

 
 
F7. 2021 — Collaborated with CABA on Intelligent Building Energy Management Systems (2021) that 

provided a framework, market requirements, ecosystem analysis and market sizing for the building 
automation systems, energy storage, and other energy management hardware and software 
solutions including services, security, data analytics, systems, and processes for building operators 
and technology suppliers based on top identified use cases within the target market 
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F8. 2020 — Collaborated with CABA to provide a comprehensive examination of all aspects of Smart 

Home as a Service (2020) (SHaaS), including how use cases, customer environments, buying 
behaviors, and evolving ecosystem interactions all impact and influence the development of the 
connected home market, as well as lay out potential paths and maneuvers for stakeholders looking 
to take advantage of the market opportunities that exist.  

 

    

F9. 2019 — Collaborated with CABA  on Connected Home Roadmap (2019) to develop a holistic view of 
the future of the connected home. This included identifying key demographics and behaviors of 
single and multi-tenant constituents, a detailed forecast of future device shipments and software 
revenues, customer segmentation fed from large-scale surveys, and scenario analysis based on 

Consumer Types

Age Ranges Income Ranges SHaaS Services

All Survey Respondents’ Interest in Smart Home Services

Preferred Smart Home Services
(% “Very Interested” In Subscribing)

Smart Home Services: Consumer Demand Variance

42% 39% 36%

45% 44% 42%

38% 36% 35%

48% 44% 44%

27% 26% 23%

37% 34%

18-34

35-54

$50k–$100k
Maintenance-as-a-Service

Sustainability-as-a-Service

Energy-as-a-Service

Comfort-as-a-Service

Security-as-a-Service

$100k+

55+

32%

!" #!" $!" %!" &!" '!" (!"

Very!Interested Somewhat!Interested Uninterested
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extensive primary research with industry thought leaders on the evolution of the smart home 
market.   

 
 

F10. 2018 — Collaborated with CABA on Monetization of Intelligent Buildings (2018) that examined how 
to monetize intelligent buildings from the perspective of building owners, developer, solution 
providers (OEM manufacturers and service providers) and other stakeholders including stakeholder 
analysis, business opportunities, technical barriers and opportunities, future market direction, issues, 
use-cases and industry recommendations.  

 
 

Smart Home Developer Kit Opportunity Assessment – Selected Slides  
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F11. Intelligent Buildings Opportunity Assessment (select outputs below) 

6
Client

April 2017

End Customer Smart Home Use Cases – Today’s Map

Today’s top use cases are fairly simplistic in terms of the complexity of the interactions between devices. In the future, as
customers desire applications demanding more complex interactions between devices, interoperability will be paramount

Simple

Lower

Complex
Use Case 
Complexity

Current Relative 
Attractiveness

HigherSmoke and gas 
detection

Streaming audio 
and video content

Keyless entry
Real-time energy 
pricing monitoring

Water and distribution 
monitoring

Appliance control and 
notificationsKeyless garage access

Temperature automation 
and control
Lighting automation 
and control

Device and appliance 
energy usage monitoring

Smart Energy management

Wellness monitoring

Home surveillance

Lack of device interoperability and 
data sharing capabilities inhibits 
more complex interactions

Smart home data 
management and central 
data storage

Person-specific routines / 
environment preferences

Current Use Cases

Potential Future Use Cases

Fall and accident detection

Source: Harbor Research Smart Home and Buildings Occupant Data
5

Client
April 2017

• The most popular HDKs on the market aren’t targeted towards any specific IoT application, 
but the few that are targeted at smart home applications tend to target a variety of smart home 
use cases

• Most HDKs are modular, meaning that they either come with few or no embedded sensors and 
the ability to add additional sensors depending on the use case

Key Findings – Smart Home HDK Market Opportunity 

[Client] should tailor its HDKs to meet the feature requirements of the top smart home use cases, and position 
the HDKs towards large home product OEMs

Competition

• The most enthusiastic developers for smart home HDKs are developers at large home product 
OEMs (i.e. Jenn Air, Maytag)

• Developers generally use HDKs to stand up prototypes to show to stakeholders, not to use in 
production

• Prices of HDKs span from $10 to $300, with an increase in complexity and application 
specificity directly correlating with an increase in price

Product 
Positioning

• The size of the addressable market of smart devices 
that could be developed with an HDK is large, with the 
device base of top use cases in smoke detection, 
lighting, and appliance control expected to grow by 
20-40% over the next 3 years

• Developers see HDKs as cheap, flexible, and easy ways 
to stand up connected prototypes without having to 
acquire or develop the talent and skills necessary

Addressable 
Smart Home 
Devices 
Shipping in 
2017:

336 M

Market 
Demographics

Position the HDK as smart home specific, 
with a combination of embedded sensors 
and ability to add sensors as needed

• Position the product towards large-scale 
deployments of connected devices from 
home product OEMs, touting Intel’s 
ability to scale custom, high 
performance chip sets 
• Pricing should be around $250 for voice-

only, and around $350 for voice and 
camera

Target specific home product OEMs 
through identifying:
• Top device segment growth rates
• Maturity of company’s connected 

device capabilities
• Potential device install base

Recommendation:

7
Client

April 2017

‘Best in Class’ Hardware Development Kits

Survey findings regarding the hardware, software, and support features that different developers are looking for 
highlight the most potent combination of functionality for [Client’s] development kits

Support

Developing a Smart Home Device – 89% of Responses Not Developing a Smart Home Device – 11% of Responses

Used an HDK Did not use an HDK Would not use an HDKWould use an HDK

• GPS
• LED as Light
• 1 Microphone
• Temperature
• Body Temperature

1. Google Home 2. Amazon Alexa

• Motion Detector
• Standard Camera
• 1 Microphone
• Temperature
• Body Temperature

Platforms

Voice Algorithms

Operating System

Additional Library

1. Amazon Alexa 2. Apple HomeKit

• Windows 10
• Sensor Aggregation

1. Google Home 2. Amazon Alexa

1. Amazon Alexa 2. Microsoft Cortana

• Windows 10
• Intercom / Monitoring

1. Google Home 2. Amazon Alexa

1. Amazon Alexa 2. Apple HomeKit

• Linux
• Biometric

1. Google Home 2. Amazon Alexa

1. Amazon Alexa 2. Microsoft Cortana

• Windows 10 / Linux
• Sensor Aggregation

• Motion Detector
• Standard Camera
• 1 Microphone
• Temperature
• Blood Pressure

• GPS
• LED as Light
• 1 Microphone
• Temperature
• Blood Pressure

Boilerplate 
code packages

3%

Online 
forums

21%

Solution 
briefs
21%

Start up guides 
and tutorials

28%

Video 
walk 

throughs
27%

Boilerplate code 
packages

17%
Online forums

25%

Solution briefs
8%

Start up guides 
and tutorials

25%

Video walk 
throughs

25%
Boilerplate 

code packages
14%

Online forums
9%

Solution 
briefs
10%

Start up 
guides and 

tutorials
57%

Video walk throughs
10%

Location
Visual
Audio

Tactile
Health

Connectivity

Sensors

1. Wi-Fi 2. Cellular 4G/LTE 1. Wi-Fi 2. Bluetooth 1. Wi-Fi 2. Bluetooth 1. Wi-Fi 2. Bluetooth

Boilerplate 
code packages

25%

Online 
forums

19%

Solution 
briefs
19%

Start up guides 
and tutorials

31%

Video walk throughs
6%

Survey data based on responses from 310 hardware and software developers.
10

Client
April 2017

End Customer Smart Home Use Cases – Addressable Device Market

Analyzing which smart home devices associated with top use cases are forecasted to grow fastest offers Intel a 
clear perspective into which features they should prioritize in their hardware development kits

Sources: 1Harbor Research Smart Home and Buildings Occupant Data
2Harbor Research Smart Systems Forecast Model

Connected Device(s) Required:

• Smoke detector
• Gas detectorSmoke and carbon monoxide detection1

1Top Use Case Ranking:

• 90.64 million
• 5.86 million

2Connected Devices 
Shipped 2020:

• Televisions & Sound SystemsStreaming audio and video content2 • 279.43 million

• ThermostatTemperature automation and control3 • 174.04 million

• Light bulb
• Lamps

• SwitchesLighting automation and control4 • 44.18 million

• Door lock
• Video intercomKeyless door entry5 • 1.37 million

• Energy meter displayReal-time energy pricing monitoring6 • 289.69 million

• Kitchen: oven, fridge, coffeemaker…
• Bath: shower, pipes, water heater

Device and appliance energy usage 
monitoring

7 • 5.54 million
• 14.40 million

• (Gas and) Water meters
• HVAC UnitsWater and air distribution monitoring8 • 289.69 million

• 39.68 million

• Energy meter displaySmart Energy management9 • 289.69 million

• Kitchen: oven, fridge, coffeemaker…
• Bath: shower, pipes, water heaterAppliances control and notifications10 • 5.54 million

• 14.40 million

2Connected Devices 
Shipped 2017:

22017 – 2020 Shipped 
Device CAGR:

• 252.34 million
• 16.32 million

• 450.70 million

• 299.35 million

• 96.19 million

• 2.99 million

• 316.88 million

• 11.85 million
• 31.36 million 

• 361.88 million
• 86.39 million

• 316.88 million

• 11.85 million
• 31.36 million

41%

17%

20%

30%

30%

8%

29%

11%

8%

29%

2Overall 
Connected 
Device Growth
from 2017 – 2020:

25%

2New Connected 
Device Types
from 2016 – 2017:

35

11
Client

April 2017

Future Roadmap and HDK Implications

Increasing device-level processing demands create a silicon opportunity in a wide array of connected home 
products.  Prioritizing communications, data interoperability and flexibility will differentiate [Client’s] HDKs

Hub-and-Spoke Ecosystems: Ecosystems are forming around popular home 
platforms with artificially intelligent “digital assistants”, most notably Amazon's 
Alexa among others
A La Carte Platforms and Assistants: Interestingly, developers are generally 
not motivated to use both the platform and voice assistant from the same brand

No Interface is the Best Interface. Ultimately, home automation must focus on 
removing occupant interactions and moving device and system operational 
decisions to the background of users’ lives to create maximal value with minimal 
user effort

• In this vein, “intuitive interactions” are a stepping stone to “no 
interactions”

True Interoperability. Device data will be shared among devices via peer-to-
peer communications channels, enabling devices to locally coordinate actions to 
meet programmed or learned occupant preferences.  Devices will filter and 
process relevant information internally, utilizing but not relying upon remote 
servers to reduce transmission costs and achieve a level of resiliency not feasible 
today

Implications for [Client]

[Client] should develop HDKs capable of 
interacting with a broad suite of home hub 
platforms and position custom chips for 
commercial production of devices capable of 
integrating with any of the top platforms and 
assistants

[Client] HDKs and custom chips should prioritize 
not only communications standards but data 
collection and formatting standards that focus 
on machine-readable data to facilitate collective 
awareness by local devices

Smart Home Roadmap

[Client] should leverage processing capabilities 
of chips as a market differentiator for product 
developers looking to position their devices as 
non-cloud dependent as growing awareness of 
the risks associated with reliance on remote 
servers becomes clearer
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